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Categories for induction
Baseball players – Individuals whose predominant involvement in the game was as a player.
Coaches, managers, umpires, and other officials – Individuals whose contributions were directly
related to the playing of the game but whose predominant involvement was not as a player.
Game builders – Administrators, financial backers, or individuals in other off-the-field roles.

Criteria for induction
Election to the British Baseball Hall of Fame is for superlative contributions to and/or performances in
the game of baseball in Great Britain (contribution to British baseball is essential, but baseball
involvement in other countries may be considered in bolstering a case). Some other factors that will be
taken into account are as follows.
Highest level performance – This will be assessed against other individuals falling under
the category for nomination both in the individual’s contemporary period and (as best that
can be determined) over the history of baseball in Britain. Awards and statistics along with
performances of teams the individual was affiliated with will be considered, as available.
Uniqueness of contribution – Special contribution that is unmatched by other peers
will be considered. In some cases individuals have had a brief yet indelible impact on
the British game – or the game of baseball in general. These people will not be
penalized for the length of direct UK baseball involvement.
Length of commitment to the game – While this will not be the top
consideration, long-time commitment to the sport will be given some weight.
Good standing in governing body membership – Failure in this area will not
be a complete bar, but a history of good standing in governing body membership
and a reputation for good sportsmanship and fair play will be taken into account.
Multiple contributions – While individuals will be chosen for one category, people
whose efforts span multiple categories will be considered for the total of their contribution.
For example, if there is a player who also served as a manager and a builder, then that
individual will be considered for all accomplishments even if induction is as a player.

